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Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition 3

F ()!,#G%/"4*&"# #'5/%.#,4)"&#./#G/-)*&# !"#

crime commissioners for local authorities, the 

LGA thought it would be useful for councils 

./#5 (&#3/%&#"&. )-&"# !"#)!H"&G.5#,4)" !*&#

to setting up a police and crime panel. 

I5)'#,4)"&#.5&%&J/%&#&0G-/%&'#'/3&#/J#.5&#

technical issues around establishing a panel, 

 5& "#/J#.5&#,4)" !*&#.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#6)--#

be producing later this year. 

L-.5/4,5#M/(&3N&%#9?B9#'&&3'# #-/!,#6 O#

 5& "P#6&# !.)*)G .&#.5 .#.5&#Q/(&%!3&!.#

6)--#&0G&*.#./#'&&#G/-)*&# !"#*%)3&#G !&-'#

up and running ahead of the elections for 

police and crime commissioners. If councils 

are not in a position to do that then the Home 

Secretary has the power to set up a panel. 

R&# --#6 !.#./# (/)"#.5 .P#'/#*/4!*)-'#6)--#

6 !.#./#5 (&#G- !'#)!#G- *&#J/%#.5&)%#G !&-'#

by the summer of 2012. 

Before then there are a number of issues 

that councils will need to work through with 

their neighbours in their force area. Some 

 %& '#6)--#'6)J.-O# %%)(&# .# ,%&&"#'/-4.)/!'P#

others may take longer. We hope that this 

guide facilitates that work, and of course if 

councils need assistance then the LGA and 

Centre for Public Scrutiny will be only too 

happy to help. 

Cllr Mehboob Khan 

Chair of the LGA’s Safer and Stronger 

Communities Board 

Foreword 

 

Text note 

This guidance has been drafted by 

2J8S# !"#+QL# !"# '#'4*5#%&T&*.'#.5&)%#

()&6'#/!#.5&#%&*&!.#G/-)*O# !"#-&,)'- .)(&#

"&(&-/G3&!.'#)!#%&- .)/!#./#G/-)*&# !"#

*%)3&#G !&-'<#U.#)'#!/.# #%&T&*.)/!#/J#

.5&#()&6'#/J#.5&#Q/(&%!3&!.#/%#/J#*)()-#

'&%( !.'# .#.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#65/#6)--#N&#

)''4)!,#/J$*) -#,4)" !*&#/!#G/-)*&# !"#

crime panels in due course. Insofar as 

is possible it has been drafted so as to 

*/3G-&3&!.#/J$*) -#,4)" !*&<# 

 

The guidance is not intended to be 

G%&'*%)G.)(&#)!#! .4%&<#U.#'&.'#/4.#

issues that local authorities and police 

authorities should consider in planning 

J/%#M/(&3N&%#9?B9P# !"#/4.-)!&'#.5&#

arguments for and against certain 

*/4%'&'#/J# *.)/!<#F/6&(&%P#).#6)--#N&#

necessary for decisions on these issues 

to be taken locally, rather than for 

solutions to be asserted from the centre 

in a way that may not be appropriate in 

some areas.
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4          Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition

1.1 

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility 

Act 2011 brings in new structural 

arrangements for national policing, strategic 

G/-)*&#"&*)')/!H3 ;)!,P#!&),5N/4%5//"#

policing and policing accountability. Principal 

among these changes will be the election of 

G/-)*&# !"#*%)3&#*/33)'')/!&%'P#.5&#$%'.#/J#

65)*5#6)--#. ;&#G- *&#)!#M/(&3N&%#9?B9<#

1.2 

K.5&%#.5 !#.5%/4,5#.5&#N --/.#N/0#NO#-/* -#

people, police and crime commissioners 

(PCCs) will be held to account by a police 

and crime panel (PCP), which will be 

composed of locally elected councillors along 

with some lay members. The commissioner, 

in turn, is responsible for holding the chief 

constable to account. This guidance focuses 

on the composition and role of these panels 

 !"#&0 3)!&'#5/6#.5&)%#6/%;#6)--#-)!;#)!#./#

.5&#6)"&%#G/-)*)!,#)3G%/(&3&!.# ,&!" <#

1.3 

I5&#Q/(&%!3&!.#)!.&!"'#.5 .# %% !,&3&!.'#

6)--#N&#"&(&-/G&"#-/* --O<#I5)'#,4)" !*&#

%&T&*.'#&0)'.)!,#Q/(&%!3&!.#G/-)*O# !"#6)--#

complement guidance to be produced by 

.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&<#U.#)'#)!.&!"&"#./#G%/()"&# #

summary of the key issues that both local 

authorities and police authorities should 

address in establishing accountability 

arrangements for the PCC.   

 

1. Introduction
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Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition 5

2.1 

822'# !"#.5&)%#%/-&# %&#"&$!&"#NO#25 G.&%'#

1 and 3 of the Police Reform and Social 

Responsibility Act. They will be directly 

&-&*.&"#NO# #-/* -#(/.&#)!#M/(&3N&%#9?B9<#

I5&#.&%3#/J#/J$*&#)'#J/4%#O& %'P# !"#).#)'#

.5&#,/(&%!3&!.V'#)!.&!.)/!#.5 .#'4N'&W4&!.#

elections will be held on the date of 

ordinary elections in the area. PCCs will be 

responsible for:

X# '&*4%)!,# !#&J$*)&!.# !"#&JJ&*.)(&#G/-)*&#

force for their area

X# G%/"4*)!,P# !"#*/!'4-.)!,#/!P# #$(&#O& %#

police and crime plan, in consultation with 

the chief constable, which sets the police 

 !"#*%)3&#/NY&*.)(&'#J/%#.5&)%# %& <#I5&#

*5)&J#*/!'. N-&#34'.#5 (&#%&, %"#./#.5)'#

plan in his or her work (the meaning of 

Z5 (&#%&, %"#./V#)'#!/.#"&$!&"#)!#.5&#L*.@

X# holding to account the chief constable, 

)!*-4")!,#.5&#G/6&%#./#5)%&# !"#$%&

X# G4N-)'5)!,#*&%. )!#'G&*)$&"#)!J/%3 .)/![

datasets including an annual report 

>G%&*)'&#*/!.&!.'#./#N&#*/!$%3&"#)!#

secondary legislation by the Home 

Secretary)

X# setting the annual force budget and  

police precept 

X# %&W4)%)!,#.5&#*5)&J#*/!'. N-&#./#G%&G %&#

%&G/%.'#/!#G/-)*&#3 ..&%'P#/!#%&W4&'.<#

2.2 

I5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#)'#&0G&*.&"#./#G%/"4*&#

regulations and guidance for PCCs around 

the conduct of these duties. More detail can 

be found in section 9 of this guidance. 

2.3 

I5&#&0G&*. .)/!#)'#.5 .#822'#6)--#6 !.#

to work closely with partners and that 

partnership working will be important if they 

 %&#./#/G&% .&#&JJ&*.)(&-O<#\!"&%#'B?#/J#.5&#

L*.P#.5&#822#5 '#./#*/H/G&% .&#6).5#-/* -#

*/334!).O#' J&.O#G %.!&%'#./# *5)&(&#.5&#

/NY&*.)(&'#/J#.5&#G/-)*&# !"#*%)3&#G- !<#

The PCC must also work with criminal 

Y4'.)*&#N/")&'#>"&$!&"#)!#'B?>1@@#./#3 ;&#

 %% !,&3&!.'#J/%#.5&#&J$*)&!.#.% !' *.)/!#

of criminal justice policy in the force area. 

The role and functions of the PCP should be 

considered in the light of these important  

*/H/G&% .)/!#%&W4)%&3&!.'<#

2.4 

I5&#3 )!#G%/()')/!'#/!#G/-)*&# !"#*%)3&#

panels can be found in Schedule 6 of the Act. 

2. Legislative context
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Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition 7

3.1 

I5&#828#)'# #'*%4.)!O#N/"O<#U.#&0)'.'#./#

scrutinise the police and crime commissioner, 

to promote openness in the transaction of 

police business and also to support the PCC 

)!#.5&#&JJ&*.)(&#&0&%*)'&#/J#.5&)%#J4!*.)/!'#

>'9:>9@@<#S/3&#/J#).'#J4!*.)/!'#6)--#)!*-4"&7

X# */!.%)N4.)!,#./#.5&#"&(&-/G3&!.#/J#.5&#

PCC’s police and crime plan (on which it is 

 #'. .4./%O#*/!'4-.&&#]#.5&#822#34'.#5 (&#

%&, %"#./#.5&#828V'#()&6'#/!#.5&#"% J.#

G- !@#>'9:>C@# !"#'1>D@>*@@

X# '*%4.)!)')!,#.5&#822P# !"#%&*&)()!,#

&()"&!*&#J%/3#.5&#*5)&J#*/!'. N-&#>NO#

)!(). .)/!@P# .#Z'&.#G)&*&V#&(&!.'# .#*&%. )!#

G/)!.'#)!#.5&#O& %#>'9:>C@# !"#>^@#)!#

particular)

X# %&()&6)!,#.5&#822V'#G%/G/'&"#G%&*&G.#

>S*5&"4-&#1@

X# %&*&)()!,#&()"&!*&#)!#G&%'/!#J%/3#/J$*&%'#

of the PCC’s secretariat (s29(1)), although 

G/6&%'#./#%&W4)%&#)!J/%3 .)/!#"/#!/.#

&0.&!"#./#%&*&)()!,#Z "()*&V#,)(&!#NO#.5&#

PCC’s secretariat to the PCC (s29(2)). 

Some other restrictions on the kind of 

)!J/%3 .)/!#65)*5#* !#N&#G%/()"&"#./#.5&#

PCP by the PCC can be found in s13

X# %&()&6)!,#.5&#822V'#G%/G/'&"#

appointments of chief constable, chief 

&0&*4.)(&P#*5)&J#$! !*&#/J$*&%# !"#"&G4.O#

police and crime commissioner and 

5/-")!,#G4N-)*#*/!$%3 .)/!#5& %)!,'#J/%#

these posts (Schedule 1) 

X# making reports and recommendations 

on matters relating to the PCC, on which 

.5&#822#)'#/N-),&"#./#G%/()"&# #%&'G/!'&#

(s29(3))

X# * %%O)!,#/4.#)!(&'.), .)/!'#)!./#"&*)')/!'#

3 "&#NO#.5&#822#>'9:>D@@P# !"#)!./#./G)*'#

of particular interest, or public concern. 

This is not a statutory function (the Act 

"/&'#!/.#%&W4)%&#).@P#N4.#3 O#N&#!&*&'' %O#

)!#/%"&%#./#&JJ&*.)(&-O#* %%O#/4.#.5&#%&'.#/J#

the PCP’s business

X#  !#)!J/%3 -#%/-&#)!#)!(&'.), .)!,#*/3G- )!.'#

 N/4.#!/!H*%)3)! -#N&5 ()/4%#/J#.5&#822P#

6).5/4.# !O#&0G-)*).#G/6&%'#./#)!(&'.), .&#

(draft regulations)

X# making comments on the PCC’s annual 

report at a public meeting to be held as 

soon as possible after the publication of 

that report (the public meeting will also 

G%/()"&#.5&#828#6).5# !#/GG/%.4!).O#./#

")%&*.-O#W4&'.)/!#.5&#822#/!#.5&# !!4 -#

%&G/%.@#>'9:>^@@<

Some of these powers (those not designated 

 '#Z'G&*) -#J4!*.)/!'V#]#'&&#1<9B#N&-/6@#3 O#

N&#"&-&, .&"#./# #'4NH*/33)..&&#/J#.5&#828P#

at the PCP’s discretion. 

The functions and procedural rules for the 

operation of the PCP will need to be set 

out in ‘panel arrangements’ and ‘rules of 

G%/*&"4%&V<#I5&'&# %&#&0G- )!&"#)!#3/%&#

detail in section 4. 

3. Role and functions:  
the law
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8          Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition

3.2 

I5&#828#6)--#5 (&#.5&#G/6&%#./#'4'G&!"#.5&#

PCC if he or she is charged with an offence 

.5 .#* %%)&'# #3 0)343#G%)'/!#.&%3#/J#3/%&#

than two years (s30). 

3.3 
Consulting the public

I5&#822#5 '# #"4.O#./#5 (&#%&, %"#./#.5&#

/G)!)/!#/J#-/* -#G&/G-&#)!#"&(&-/G)!,#G/-)*O#

(s14), which links with the PCC’s obligation 

to make certain kinds of information public 

under s11. 

3.4 

The PCP has no statutory role in consulting 

the public, and it is important to ensure 

that it does not duplicate the PCC’s role. 

M/.6).5'. !")!,#.5&'&#* (& .'#.5&#828#

could play a role in supporting the process 

of gathering public opinion. In the course of 

/.5&%#)!(&'.), .)/!'P#J/%#&0 3G-&P#.5&#828#

3 O#5 (&#* 4'&#./#'G& ;#./#3&3N&%'#/J#.5&#

public – and it may wish to draw on public 

opinion gathered elsewhere in the course of 

).'#'. .4./%OP# !"#!/!H'. .4./%OP#"4.)&'<#I5&#

PCP could also ask the PCC for information 

on the methodology, approach and results of 

public consultations. 

C<1 

The detail of how public engagement and 

)!(/-(&3&!.#6)--#N&#3 ! ,&"# !"#G- !!&"#NO#

partners across the community safety landscape 

could be set out in a protocol between the 

%&-&( !.#G %.!&%'#>'&&#'&*.)/!#1<A@<#

3.6 
Information sharing

I5&#828#6)--#N&# #J/%3 --OH*/!'.).4.&"#

joint committee of all the authorities in the 

force area, where there is more than one 

authority in the force area. The committee 

will be bound by Schedule 12A of the Local 

Q/(&%!3&!.#L*.#BEA9P# '# 3&!"&"#NO#.5&#

Freedom of Information Act 2000 regarding 

the publication of agendas, minutes and 

%&G/%.'<#I5)'#6)--#)!*-4"&#)!J/%3 .)/!#G%/()"&"#

by the PCC and other community safety 

partners. 

3.7 

The PCP has the right to any information 

65)*5#).#3 O#%& '/! N-O#%&W4)%&#./#* %%O#/4.#

).'#J4!*.)/!'P#6).5#'/3&#3)!/%#&0*&G.)/!'#

%&- .)!,P#J/%#&0 3G-&P#./#' J&.O# !"#

operational policing (s13). ‘Reasonably 

%&W4)%&V#)'#!/.#"&$!&"P# !"#).#3 O#N&#.5 .#

828'#.5&3'&-(&'#6)--#!&&"#./#*/3&#./# !#

agreement with the PCC (possibly through 

the use of a protocol, discussed below) about 

what this will mean in practice. 

C<: 

I5&%&#3 OP#5/6&(&%P#N&#)!'. !*&'#65&%&#.5&#

822#G%/()"&'#.5&#828#6).5#)!J/%3 .)/!#N4.#

%&W4&'.'#.5 .#.5&#)!J/%3 .)/!#)'#!/.#G4N-)'5&"#

NO#.5&#828<#I5&%&# %&#-/!,H'. !")!,#

%4-&'#*/(&%)!,#*/4!*)--/%'V#*/!')"&% .)/!#

/J#&0&3G.#)!J/%3 .)/!<#L!O#)''4&'# %)')!,#

J%/3#.5&#822V'#%&W4&'.#.5 .#)!J/%3 .)/!#)'#

not published, set against councils’ duty to 

operate in an open and transparent manner, 

6)--#!&&"#./#N&#%&'/-(&"_#&).5&%#/!# #* '&HNOH

case basis, or through a protocol between 

the PCC and PCP (see below) that deals 

with the issue of data sharing in more detail. 
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9          Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition

3.9 

In all instances the presumption should be  

)!#J (/4%#/J#/G&!!&''# !"#.% !'G %&!*O<#

3.10 
`&J4')!,#./#G%/()"&#
information

L#%&J4' -#NO#.5&#822#./#G%/()"&#)!J/%3 .)/!#

6/4-"#!&&"#./#"&3/!'.% .&#.5 .#.5&#%&W4&'.#

falls entirely within the bounds of the 

&0*-4"&"#*- ''&'#/J#)!J/%3 .)/!#)"&!.)$&"#)!#

.5&#L*.#>'&&#C<D# N/(&@<#R5&%&# #%&W4&'.#

falls partially in, and partially outside, one 

of these classes, any information which can 

legally be published, should be. 

3.11 

Where there is a dispute on the law, a 

discussion between the chair of the PCP  

and the PCC about the reasons for refusal, 

 !"#.5&#%& '/!#65O#.5&#828#6)'5&'#./#5 (&#

the information, could produce agreement. 

\!"&%#'4*5#*)%*43'. !*&'P# !#4!"&%. ;)!,#

*/4-"#N&#,)(&!#NO#.5&#828#.5 .#.5&#

information is not disseminated further.  

A protocol between the PCC and PCP could 

5&-G#./#%&'/-(&#'4*5#")' ,%&&3&!.'#>'&&#

'&*.)/!#1<A@<#

3.12 
Financial reporting and audit

I5&#828#6)--#5 (&#'/3&#"4.)&'# %/4!"#

formal audit, which focus on the 

*/!')"&% .)/!#/J#$! !*&#%&G/%.'<#S*5&"4-&#

BDP#'B:E#/J#.5&#8/-)*&#`&J/%3# !"#S/*) -#

`&'G/!')N)-).O#L*.#)!'&%.'# #!&6#'BB1>Ba@#]#

>BQ@#/J#.5&#+/* -#Q/(&%!3&!.#b)! !*&#L*.#

BE::P#65)*5#3& !'#.5 .#$! !*&#%&G/%.'#6)--#

N&#'&!.#./#)!")()"4 -#3&3N&%'#/J#.5&#828#

following their preparation. 
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10          Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition

3.13 

I5)'#G%/()')/!#/J#)!J/%3 .)/!#./#)!")()"4 -#

members does not naturally confer a right 

J/%#.5&#828#./#N&*/3&#")%&*.-O#)!(/-(&"#)!#

 4").#")'*4'')/!'P#N4.#).#6)--#G%/()"&#4'&J4-#

background information for the PCP in the 

carrying out of its statutory functions. It may 

be felt appropriate, in some areas, for the 

828#./#J/%3 --O#%&*&)(&#*&%. )!#$! !*) -#

or audit reports, including accounts, in the 

interests of openness. 

3.14 

U.#3 OP#5/6&(&%P#N&#J&-.#.5 .# 4").# !"#

*/%G/% .&#,/(&%! !*&#'5/4-"#'. O#&!.)%&-O#

'&G % .&#>/.5&%#.5 !#)'#'G&*)$* --O#G%/()"&"#

J/%#)!#'. .4.&@P#N&)!,#,/(&%!&"#NO#)!.&%! -#

systems inside the PCC’s own secretariat, 

and within the force itself, as held to account 

by the PCC. 

C<B1 

To carry out its statutory functions, it will be 

important for the PCP to see certain key 

documents – the statement of accounts, 

budget reports and budget monitoring 

%&G/%.'P#J/%#&0 3G-&<#F/6&(&%P#.5&#6 O#

in which this, and wider issues around 

$! !*) -#%&G/%.)!,P# %&#"& -.#6).5#)!# #3/%&#

general sense will need to be subject to local 

discretion and agreement.

3.16 
Complaints 
 

The PCP has certain duties (under the 

Elected Local Policing Bodies (Complaints 

and Misconduct) Regulations 2011) relating 

./#.5&#%&*/%")!,# !"#)!(&'.), .)/!#/J#

*/3G- )!.'# N/4.#.5&#822#/%#/.5&%#/J$*&H

5/-"&%'#.5 .#%&- .&#./#!/!H*%)3)! -#N&5 ()/4%<#

2/3G- )!.'# N/4.#*%)3)! -#N&5 ()/4%#

are managed by the Independent Police 

Complaints Commission, who will keep the 

828#)!J/%3&"#65&!#)!(&'.), .)/!'# %&#N&)!,#

carried out. 

3.17 

M/!H*%)3)! -#*/3G- )!.'#* !#N&#*/!')"&%&"#

.5%/4,5# #5& %)!,P#.5%/4,5#.5&#&0 3)! .)/!#

/J#%&-&( !.#"/*43&!.'#G%/()"&"#NO#&).5&%#

G %.OP# !"[/%#.5%/4,5#/.5&%#)!J/%3 -#3& !'<#

U!")()"4 -#828'#6)--#G%/N N-O#6 !.#./#6/%;#

with PCCs, to put in place a simple, clear and 

.% !'G %&!.#G%/*&''#./#&0G&").&#*/3G- )!.'#

and to ensure that complaints’ systems are 

.% !'G %&!.<#I5)'#6)--# -'/#&!5 !*&#&J$*)&!*O<#

It should be noted that, where complaints 

need to be considered by the PCP, there will 

N&#)!&(). N-&#%&'/4%*&#)3G-)* .)/!'#J/%#.5&#

lead authority. These should be considered 

)!#.5&#*/!.&0.#/J#'&*.)/!#1<9D#/!6 %"'#/J#.5)'#

guidance, which considers resources in more 

detail. Generally speaking, the consideration 

/J# !#)!")()"4 -#*/3G- )!.#NO#.5&#828#'5/4-"#

be a rare occurrence.

C<B: 

It could also be thought appropriate for the 

828#./#5 (&#/(&%'),5.#/J#.5&#*/3G- )!.'#

process operated by the force and the PCC 

>N4.#!/.#)!")()"4 -#*/3G- )!.'P# !"#'4NY&*.#

./#.5&#&0)'.)!,# **/4!. N)-).O#%&- .)/!'5)G#

between the PCC and the chief constable).
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Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition 11

4.1 

I5&# 4.5/%).)&'#)!(/-(&"#)!#*/!.%)N4.)!,#./# 

.5&#828P#NO#()%.4&#/J#N&)!,#)!#.5&#%&-&( !.#

force area, must make ‘panel arrangements’ 

and ‘rules of procedure’  

for the PCP. These are separate documents 

that will need to be agreed by all the local 

authorities in the force area. 

4.2 

The rules of procedure '5/4-"#*/(&%#

>G % ,% G5#91#/J#'*5&"4-&#D#/J#.5&#8/-)*&#

Reform and Social Responsibility Act):

X# *5 )%)!,#>)!*-4")!,# GG/)!.3&!.P#%&3/( -#

and resignation of the chair) (compulsory) 

>'&&#1<9#/!6 %"'@

X# .5&#J/%3 .)/!#/J#'4NH*/33)..&&'#

>*/3G4-'/%O@#>'&&#1<9?#/!6 %"'@

X# the making of decisions (compulsory) (see 

1<9?#/!6 %"'@

X#  %% !,&3&!.'#J/%#*/!(&!)!,#3&&.)!,'#

(see 4.4 – meeting administration will, 

J/%#& '&#/J#6/%;)!,# !"#./#%&T&*.#.5&#

fact that the PCP will be a local authority 

joint committee, probably closely mirror 

standard committee management 

arrangements for local authorities)

X# systems for circulating information in the 

run up to, after, and between meetings 

(see 3.6 onwards)

X# promotion of the work of the PCP. 

4.3 

The panel arrangements#'5/4-"#*/(&%# --#

other aspects of the PCP’s operation. The 

Act sets out (principally, in paragraph 24 

/J#'*5&"4-&#D@#'G&*)$*#%&W4)%&3&!.'#65)*5#

must form part of the panel arrangements. 

These include:

X# arrangements about the appointment of 

*/H/G.&&'7#>'&&#'&*.)/!#D<B@

X# 5/6#.5&#%&-&( !.# 4.5/%).)&'#6)--#3 ;&#

G%/()')/!#J/%#%&'/4%*)!,#.5&#828P# !"#5/6#

such funds will, if necessary, be disbursed 

N&.6&&!#.5&# 4.5/%).)&'#>'&&#1<9D#/!6 %"'@

X# G%/()')/!# %/4!"#*/H/G.)/!#>'&&#A<B9#

onwards)

X# .&%3'#/J#/J$*&P# GG/)!.3&!.P#%&'),! .)/!#

 !"#%&3/( -#/J#3&3N&%'#/J#.5&#828#>'&&#

7.14 onwards)

X# G O3&!.#/J# --/6 !*&'#>'&&#A<B:#

onwards).

4.4 

It is likely that both the panel arrangements, 

and the rules of procedure, will in most areas 

*-/'&-O#%&T&*.#&0)'.)!,#-/* -#,/(&%!3&!.#

practice on the running of committees. 

This is because panels will be formal joint 

committees of the councils in the force area. 

^<1 

For the purposes of this guidance, issues 

5 (&#N&&!#")()"&"#)!./#.6/#'&G % .&#,%/4G'_#

those that will be dealt with in the panel 

arrangements and the rules of procedure,– 

roles and functions#>*/(&%)!,#.5&#N4')!&''#

4. Panel arrangements  
and rules of procedure
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of the PCP, and how it will operate) (see 

'&*.)/!#1#/J#.5)'#,4)" !*&@_# !"#composition 

>*/(&%)!,#65/#6)--#').#/!#.5&#828@#>'&&#

section 6 of this guidance). 

4.6 

Particularly relating to the role and function 

of the PCP, there are additional issues, not 

'G&*)$&"#)!#.5&#L*.P#65)*5#6)--#!/!&.5&-&''#

need to be considered as part of the panel 

arrangements. These are considered in more 

"&. )-#)!#'&*.)/!#1<#

4.7 

I5&%&#6)--#)!&(). N-O#N&#'/3&#*%/''/(&%#

N&.6&&!#.5&#)''4&'#*/(&%&"#NO#.5&#%4-&'#

of procedure, and the more general ‘panel 

 %% !,&3&!.'V<#U.#)'# "()' N-&#.5 .#.5&#.6/#

separate documents should be considered 

together when systems are being designed 

 !"#"&(&-/G&"<#
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1<B 

Decisions on these issues should be carried 

out before any decisions are made about 

the composition of the panel. The role of the 

G !&-#34'.#)!T4&!*&#).'#*/3G/').)/!<

X# R5)*5# 4.5/%).O#6)--#-& "[*5 )%c

X# How will we set out the panel 

 %% !,&3&!.'# !"#%4-&'#/J#G%/*&"4%&c#

X# How will the panel, the PCC and other 

-/* -#*/334!).O#' J&.O#G %.!&%'#"&$!&#

.5&)%#)!.&%%&- .)/!'5)G'c

X# U!#G %.)*4- %P#65 .#6)--#N&#.5&#")()')/!#/J#

responsibilities between the PCP (at force 

-&(&-@# !"#-/* -#*%)3&# !"#")'/%"&%#'*%4.)!O#

*/33)..&&'#> .#-/* -#-&(&-@c

X# R)--#.5&#G !&-V'#J/*4'#N&#3 )!-O#%& *.)(&#

'*%4.)!OP#/%#G%/ *.)(&#G/-)*O#"&(&-/G3&!.#

(the nature of the PCP’s role suggests that 

both will need to be carried out, but the 

N - !*&#6)--#!&&"#./#N&#"&*)"&"@c

X# F/6#6)--#.5&#G4N-)*#N&#)!(/-(&"c

X# F/6#6)--#"&*)')/!'#N&#3 "&c

X# How will the panel be supported and 

%&'/4%*&"c

These issues will all be dealt with in the 

'&*.)/!'#N&-/6P#/.5&%#.5 !#)!(/-()!,#.5&#

public, and the panel arrangements which 

5 (&# -%& "O#N&&!#")'*4''&"#)!#'&*.)/!'#C#

 !"#^#%&'G&*.)(&-O<#

 

1<9#  
R5)*5# 4.5/%).O#6)--#-& "[
*5 )%c#

I5)'#)'#.5&#$%'.#"&*)')/!#.5 .#!&&"'#./#N&#

made by local authorities in the force area. 

The police and crime panel will be a formal 

joint committee of all the authorities in the 

J/%*&# %& <#F/6&(&%P# #Y4",3&!.#6)--#5 (&#

to be made as to which council will lead, 

J/%#.5&#G4%G/'&'#/J#G- !!)!,# !"#"&-)(&%O#/J#

the PCP’s work programme, the selection 

of a chair (possibly, but not necessarily, 

J%/3#.5&#-& "# 4.5/%).O@# !"#.5&#G%/()')/!#/J#

 **/33/" .)/!# !"#/J$*&%#'4GG/%.<#F/3&#

KJ$*&#%&'/4%*)!,#>'&&#N&-/6@#6)--#,/#./#.5)'#

lead authority. 

1<C#  

I5&#3/'.#/N()/4'#'/-4.)/!'#3),5.#N&7

X# in a county area with borders coterminous 

with the force area boundary, the county 

would lead

X# in an area where the force is not 

coterminous with a single county, the 

largest county, or largest unitary (whether 

by population or geographic size) would 

lead

X# )!# !# %& #65&%&#.5&#J/%*&#*/(&%'# #'3 --&%#

selection of authorities, the most populous, 

or geographically largest, authority could 

lead.

I5&'&#G/'')N)-).)&'# %&#G%/()"&"# '#&0 3G-&'#

only – solutions adopted in each force area 

5. Roles and functions: 
issues to consider
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14          Police and crime panels – guidance on role and composition

6)--#!&&"#./#%&T&*.#.5&#6)'5&'#/J# 

.5&#)!")()"4 -# 4.5/%).)&'#)!#.5 .# %& <

1<^#  

L#G&%*&)(&"#)3N - !*&#.5 .#3),5.#

/.5&%6)'&#&0)'.#/!#.5&#G !&-#N&* 4'&#

of one geographical area, or centre of 

G/G4- .)/!P#N&)!,#Z/(&%H%&G%&'&!.&"V#/%#

Z4!"&%H%&G%&'&!.&"VP#*/4-"#N&#G %.) --O#

/JJ'&.#NO#.5&#*5 )%#N&)!,#,)(&!#./# !/.5&%#

geographical area. It is also important to 

remember the possible impact of local 

&-&*.)/!'#G %.H6 O#.5%/4,5#.5&#822V'#.&%3#

/J#/J$*&P# !"#.5&#&JJ&*.#.5 .#.5)'#3 O#5 (&#

on the composition of the PCP. Dealing with 

G&%*&)(&"#)3N - !*&'#)!#%&G%&'&!. .)/!#

6/4-"#N&#G/'')N-&#.5%/4,5#*/H/G.)/!#>'&&#

7.12 onwards). 

1<1#  

I5&%&#)'#!/#'G&*)$*#G%/()')/!#J/%#.5&#*5 )%#./#

‘rotate’ between authorities, although there 

is nothing in the Act prohibiting this. It is for 

each area to decide on their own chairing 

arrangements (which will be set out in the 

rules of procedure). 

1<D#  
How will the panel, the PCC 
and other local community 
' J&.O#G %.!&%'#"&$!&#.5&)%#
%&- .)/!'5)G'c

Information sharing will be one issue 

amongst many where agreement will need 

to be reached around common purpose and 

ways of working. 

1<A#  

I5&#L*.#3 ;&'#G%/()')/!#J/%# #G%/./*/-#

between the chief constable and the police 

 !"#*%)3&#*/33)'')/!&%P#./#"&$!&#.5&)%#

%&- .)/!'5)G<#I5)'#G%/./*/-#6)--#5 (&# #

statutory basis but in local areas it could 

be supplemented to encompass the PCP, 

 !"#G/'')N-O#&(&!#-/* -#*/334!).O#' J&.O#

partnerships and the scrutiny committees 

that hold them to account. Such a protocol 

would help to set the ground rules for 

&!, ,&3&!.P# !"#3 ;&# !O#")J$*4-.)&'#/%#

disagreements – particularly in the early 

3/!.5'# !"#O& %'#]#& ')&%#./#%&'/-(&<

1<:#  

Some may feel that a protocol would be 

too bureaucratic, or that trying to plan 

J/%# #!43N&%#/J#")JJ&%&!.#&(&!.4 -).)&'#

N&J/%&#.5&#&(&!.#6)--#N&#")J$*4-.# !"#.)3&H

*/!'43)!,<#I5&%&# %&#N&!&$.'#./# #3/%&# "#

hoc approach, but risks as well – including 

"&- O'#./#.)3&H*%).)* -#6/%;P#N%& ;"/6!'#/J#

relationships, ‘mission creep’ and duplication. 

1<E#  

Some issues that a protocol could clarify 

might include:

X# indicating how the PCC will respond to the 

828V'#%&*/33&!" .)/!'#>&,P#%&W4)%)!,#.5&#

%&'G/!'&#./#N&#'4N'. !.)(&P#,)()!,#%& '/!'#

why any recommendations are being 

rejected)

X# the process for the PCP in consulting on 

 !# !!4 -P#/%#W4 %.&%-OP#6/%;#G%/,% 33&

X# the way in which the performance of the 

J/%*&#)!#W4&'.)/!#6)--#N&#3/!)./%&"#NO#.5&#

PCC, and how the PCP’s work will link  

into this performance management

X# .5&#.)3&'* -&#J/%#%&'G/!")!,#./#%&W4&'.'#

for information

X# the circumstances in which information on 

operational policing could be withheld from 

.5&#828#J/%#( %)/4'#%& '/!'

X#  %% !,&3&!.'#J/%#*/!$%3 .)/!#5& %)!,'P#

including timescales
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X#  %% !,&3&!.'#J/%#!/!H*%)3)! -#*/3G- )!.'#

 N/4.#.5&#822# !"#5)'[5&%#"&G4.)&'<

1<B?#  

A protocol could be incorporated within the 

panel arrangements. 

1<BB# 
In particular, what will be the 
")()')/!#/J#%&'G/!')N)-).)&'#
between the PCP (at force 
-&(&-@# !"#-/* -#*%)3&# !"#
disorder scrutiny committees 
> .#-/* -#-&(&-@c

\!"&%#.5&#8/-)*&# !"#d4'.)*&#L*.#9??D#-/* -#

authority scrutiny functions in shire districts, 

 !"#4!). %O# %& 'P#5 (&#'G&*)$*#G/6&%'#./#

hold to account work being carried out by the 

community safety partnership. 

1<B9#  

I5)'#,)(&'#-/* -#,/(&%!3&!.#'*%4.)!O#.5&#

%),5.#./#%&W4&'.#)!J/%3 .)/!#J%/3P# !"#

%&W4)%&#.5&# ..&!" !*&#/JP#2S8#%&'G/!')N-&#

authorities. Scrutiny also has some powers 

to make recommendations to responsible 

 4.5/%).)&'# N/4.#)3G%/(&3&!.'#./#'&%()*&'<#

It is important to recognise that these powers 

 %&#-)3).&"#./#.5/'&#'&%()*&'#"&-)(&%&"#NO#

responsible authorities in partnership. 

1<BC#  

The PCC is not a ‘responsible authority’ 

for the purposes of community safety 

G %.!&%'5)G'P#N4.#.5&%&#6)--#)!&(). N-O#N&#

close joint working between PCCs and 

CSPs. Councils will need to consider how 

CSP scrutiny and PCP scrutiny will relate to 

each other and ensure they do not duplicate 

each other’s work. In particular, they will 

need to ensure that community safety 

scrutiny committees do not seek to hold the 

822#./# **/4!.#J/%# !#)''4&#'G&*)$*#./# #

single community safety partnership.  

K(&%- G#/J# %& '#/J#)!.&%&'.#6)--P#5/6&(&%P# 

N&#)!&(). N-&P# !"# #G%/./*/-#N&.6&&!#.5&#

main partners (as discussed elsewhere) 

6)--#5&-G#./#"&$!&#5/6#")JJ&%&!.#J/%3'#/J#

accountability will intersect.

1<B^# 
Will the PCP’s focus be 
%& *.)(&#'*%4.)!OP#/%#G%/ *.)(&#
G/-)*O#"&(&-/G3&!.c

Scrutiny can be carried out by the PCP 

in a number of different ways. The PCP’s 

statutory responsibilities focus on a 

%& *.)(&# GG%/ *5#>'&&#'&*.)/!#1<B1@P#N4.#

 #3/%&#G%/ *.)(&# GG%/ *5#>1<BD@#*/4-"#

G%/(&#4'&J4-#)!#&!'4%)!,#.5 .#.5&#828#)'#

3 ;)!,# #G/').)(&#*/!.%)N4.)/!#./#.5&#822V'#

6/%;#]#G %.)*4- %-O#)!#.5&#*/!.&0.#/J#.5&#

"&(&-/G3&!.#/J#.5&#G/-)*&# !"#*%)3&#G- !<#

L#G%/ *.)(&# GG%/ *5#&0G !"'#.5&#'*/G&#

of the PCP beyond its formal statutory role, 

but a successful adoption of this method of 

6/%;)!,#*/4-"#'.%&!,.5&!#.5&#"&-)(&%O#/J#.5&#

PCP’s core, statutory responsibilities. It will 

also contribute to the statutory function of the 

828#)!#'4GG/%.)!,#.5&#822#)!#.5&#&JJ&*.)(&#

&0&%*)'&#/J#.5&)%#J4!*.)/!'<#

1<B1#  

Z`& *.)(&V#'*%4.)!O7

X# -//;'# .#5/6#'&%()*&'#5 (&#N&&!#"&-)(&%&"#

in the past

X# learns and applies lessons from that 

&0G&%)&!*&#./#.5&#J4.4%&<#
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L"( !. ,&'7#

X# G%/()"&'# !#)!"&G&!"&!.#3& !'#/J#

 ''&'')!,#G%/N-&3'#/%#'&%()*&#J )-4%&'

X# G%/()"&'# #6 O#/J# ! -O')!,#'4**&''&'P#

and spreading good practice. 

e)' "( !. ,&'7

X# can duplicate the PCC’s own internal 

systems

X# could interfere with or duplicate work 

undertaken by HMIC (if poorly planned).

1<BD#  

Z8%/ *.)(&V#'*%4.)!O7

X# &!, ,&'#)!#*4%%&!.#G/-)*O#"&(&-/G3&!.P#

)!T4&!*)!,#"&*)')/!'#N&J/%&#.5&O# %&#

made.

L"( !. ,&'7

X# $.'#*-/'&-O#6).5#.5&#828V'#%&'G/!')N)-).O#

./#*/!'.%4*.)(&-O# '')'.#.5&#822#)!#G/-)*O#

"&(&-/G3&!.

X# 5&-G'#./#N%)!,# "").)/! -#G&%'G&*.)(&'# 

to the policy process.

e)' "( !. ,&'7

X# relies for success on a strong working 

relationship between the PCP, the PCC 

 !"#/.5&%#-/* -#G %.!&%'P#,)(&!#.5 .#).#,/&'#

beyond what is prescribed by law. 

1<BA#  

There is a case for both approaches.  

PCPs will want, as a statutory consultee,  

./#&0 3)!&#.5&#822V'#N4')!&''#G- !'#

(including the police and crime plan) and 

will probably want to play a part in the 

)3G%/(&3&!.#*O*-&#>)!*-4")!,#.5&#3/!)./%)!,#

/J#G&%J/%3 !*&P#$! !*&# !"#%)';#)!J/%3 .)/!@#

./#'&&#65&%&#).#*/4-"#3/'.#*/!'.%4*.)(&-O#

direct its work programme. Decisions here 

will need to be based on discussions with 

.5&#822# !"#6).5#/.5&%#G %.!&%'#)!(/-(&"#)!#

tackling crime and disorder. Time limited, or 

'. !")!,P#'4NH*/33)..&&'#*/4-"#N&#'&.#4G#./#

* %%O#/4.#)!(&'.), .)/!'#)!./#'G&*)$*#)''4&'P#

 '#-/!,# '#'4*5#)!(&'.), .)/!'#"/#!/.#)!(/-(&#

.5&#* %%O)!,H/4.#/J# !O#/J#.5&#828V'#Z'G&*) -#

J4!*.)/!'V#>'&&#1<9B#N&-/6@<#I5)'#*/4-"#

G%/()"&# #6 O#./#* %%O#/4.#3/%&#G%/ *.)(&#

scrutiny, make better use of limited resources 

and manage a large PCP whose operation 

might otherwise be unwieldy. 

1<B:#  

fW4 --OP#-/* -#")'*%&.)/!#6)--#3& !#.5 .#'/3&#

areas may decide to adopt a more ‘light 

touch’ approach, where accountability is 

G%)!*)G --O#&0&%.&"#.5%/4,5#.5&#822[*5)&J#

constable relationship and the PCP limits 

).'&-J#&0*-4')(&-O#./#).'#'. .4./%O#"4.)&'<##

1<BE#  

R5 .&(&%# GG%/ *5#)'# "/G.&"P# #6/%;#

programme can help to manage the PCP’s 

responsibilities, and to ensure that the PCP’s 

time is spent on issues where it can most 

*-& %-O# ""#( -4&#NO#"&-)(&%)!,# , )!'.#.5&#

agreed priorities which support its legal remit. 
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1<9?# 
F/6#6)--#"&*)')/!'#N&#3 "&c

\!"&%#*&%. )!#*)%*43'. !*&'#.5&#828#* !#

make what the Act describes as ‘decisions’ 

(which will usually be recommendations 

% .5&%#.5 !#Z"&*)')/!'V#)!#.5&#*/!(&!.)/! -#

sense) using its statutory powers. 

1<9B#  

The Act refers to these as ‘special functions’, 

which must be carried out by the full PCP 

 !"#* !!/.#N&#"&-&, .&"#./# #'4NH*/33)..&&<#

Such decisions could include those to:

X# %&()&6# !"#3 ;&#%&*/33&!" .)/!'#/!# 

the police and crime plan

X# %&()&6# !"#3 ;&#%&*/33&!" .)/!'#/!#

the annual report of the PCC, at a public 

meeting

X# %&()&6# !"#G/.&!.) --O#(&./#.5&#G%/G/'&"#

precept

X# %&()&6# !"#G/.&!.) --O#(&./#.5&#"&*)')/!#

./# GG/)!.# #*5)&J#*/!'. N-&P# !"#%&()&6#

N4.#!/.#(&./#.5&# GG/)!.3&!.#/J#( %)/4'#

other senior staff (further to paragraph 9(1) 

/J#S*5&"4-&#B@P#J/--/6)!,# #*/!$%3 .)/!#

hearing of the PCP.

1<99#  

U!#.5&#)!'. !*&'#65&%&#.5&#G/6&%#./#(&./#

&0)'.'P# #.6/H.5)%"'#3 Y/%).O#)'#%&W4)%&"#J/%#

this to take effect. 

1<9C#  

`4-&'#/J#G%/*&"4%&#6)--#!&&"#./#"&$!&#5/6#

the PCP will carry out these special functions. 

These will include timescales for consultation, 

and detail on the way in which scrutiny is to 

be carried out. Regulations will be produced 

/!#.5&#&0&%*)'&#/J#.5&#G !&-V'#(&./P#N4.#

*/4!*)-'#6)--#!&&"#./#"&$!&#.5&#*)%*43'. !*&'#

)!#65)*5#(/.&'#6)--#N&#. ;&!P#5/6# #J/%3 -#

decision will be made and recorded, how such 

 #"&*)')/!#6)--#N&#!/.)$&"#J/%3 --O#./#.5&#822#

and how the PCC should respond. As well as 

forming an element of the rules of procedure, 

these principles could also form a part of the 

protocol discussed earlier. 

1<9^#  

2/!$%3 ./%O#5& %)!,'#J/%#*5)&J#*/!'. N-&'#

and other staff (under the Act, the chief 

&0&*4.)(&P#*5)&J#$! !*&#/J$*&%# !"# #"&G4.O#

police and crime commissioner), will bring 

.5&)%#/6!#'G&*)$*#*5 --&!,&'<#R5)-&#.5&#

conduct of these hearings will be down to 

.5&# 4.5/%).)&'#65/'&#%&G%&'&!. .)(&'#').#/!#

the PCP, discussion and agreement with the 

PCC, and with the lead authority’s monitoring 

/J$*&%P#6)--#N&#!&*&'' %O#./#&!'4%&#.5 .#

such hearings are fair, and take account 

of the employment, and other, rights of the 

PCC’s nominee. As a ‘special function’, 

these hearings must be carried out by the 

full PCP, which raises additional issues 

 %/4!"#.5&#3 ! ,&3&!.#/J#W4&'.)/!)!,# !"#

&!'4%)!,#.5 .#.5&#5& %)!,# ""'#( -4&#./#.5&#

appointment process. 

1<91#  

There are other circumstances where the 

PCP’s rules of procedure may need to 

determine how decisions will be made –  

J/%#&0 3G-&7

X# changes to the panel arrangements, or the 

%4-&'#/J#G%/*&"4%&#.5&3'&-(&'

X# agreement of the annual work programme 

(if one is being prepared).
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authorities in the force area could make a 

joint, pooled contribution to the operational 

budget of the PCP. This approach is 

allowed for in paragraph 11(2)(a) of 

Schedule 6 of the Act.

X# R5&%&#).#)'#!/.#G/'')N-&#./#G%/()"&#

additional support to the panel, 

*/!')"&% .)/!#6)--#!&&"#./#N&#,)(&!#./#

whether the panel should concentrate 

on its core functions, how rigorous it is 

in setting out which issues it will and will 

!/.#&0 3)!&P# !"#65&.5&%#4')!,#Z. ';# !"#

$!)'5V#,%/4G'#6)--# --/6#).#./#-//;# .#.5&#

3/'.#)3G/%. !.#./G)*'#)!# #3/%&#&J$*)&!.#

manner than might be possible at formal 

committees.

1<9D# 
How will the panel be 
'4GG/%.&"# !"#%&'/4%*&"c

I5&#828#6)--#N&# #(). -#G %.#/J#-/* -#

accountability arrangements for policing.  

I5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#G%/G/'&'#./#3 ;&#gC?P???P#

G-4'#/!H*/'.'P# ( )- N-&#./#'4GG/%.#.5&#6/%;#

of each PCP. It is not yet clear how long 

this funding will last, or how it will be paid. 

R5&!#'&..)!,#4G#G !&-'P#*/4!*)-'#6)--#5 (&#./#

"&*)"&#65&.5&%#.5&)%#G !&-#'5/4-"#5 (&#3/%&#

'4GG/%.P# !"#)J#'/#5/6#.5)'#6)--#N&#G%/()"&"<#

1<9A#  

The support arrangements for the PCP will 

!&&"#./#%&T&*.#.5&#%/-&# !"#J4!*.)/!'#.5 .#.5&#

N/"O#. ;&'#/!<#L#3/%&#%& *.)(&# GG%/ *5#./#

'*%4.)!O#3 O#!/.#N&#'/#%&'/4%*&#)!.&!')(&P#

N4.#3 O#-)3).#.5&#828V'#&JJ&*.)(&!&''<#L#828P#

%&'/4%*&"#./#3 ;&# #G/').)(&#*/!.%)N4.)/!#

./#G/-)*O#"&(&-/G3&!.P#*/4-"#%&!"&%#3/%&#

&JJ&*.)(&#.5&#"&-)(&%O#/J#*/334!).O#' J&.O#

and criminal justice policy across the force 

 %& P#)!#'4*5# #6 O#.5 .#3 ;&'#.5&#G%/()')/!#

of additional resources easier to justify. 

1<9:#  

Some resourcing issues to consider when 

setting up a panel:

X# Should a separate member of staff be 

 GG/)!.&"#./#G%/()"&#'4GG/%.#./#.5&#828P#

/%#* !#.5)'#N&#* %%)&"#/4.#NO#&0)'.)!,#

committee administrators and scrutiny 

/J$*&%'c#L"").)/! -#G%&''4%&#/!#&0)'.)!,#

staff could lead to problems with the PCP 

"&-)(&%)!,#).'#6/%;#G%/,% 33&<

X# Will separate committee administration  

 !"#G/-)*O#'4GG/%.#N&#%&W4)%&"c#

X# If councils decide to supplement the 

J4!")!,#J%/3#.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#5/6#*/4-"#

.5&O#"/#.5)'c#K!&#G/'')N)-).O#)'#.5 .#
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6.1 

I5&#L*.#3 ;&'#"&. )-&"#G%/()')/!'#/!# 

PCP composition. In brief, these are:

X# Where a force area consists of ten or fewer 

authorities, the number of members of the 

828#6)--#N&#.&!P#!/.#)!*-4")!,#.5&#*/H/G.&"#

members.

X# Where a force area consists of more than 

ten authorities, there will be as many 

members as there are local authorities 

)!#.5&#J/%*&# %& P#G-4'#.6/#*/H/G.&"#

members.

X# L"").)/! -#*/4!*)--/%'#3 O#N&#*/H/G.&"#

/!./#.5&#828P# '#-/!,# '#.6/#- O#*/H/G.&&'#

are also included, the size of the PCP does 

!/.#&0*&&"#9?# !"#.5&#S&*%&. %O#/J#S. .&#

 GG%/(&'#.5&#*/H/G.)/!'<

X# Composition should be carried out in 

accordance to the ‘fair representation 

/NY&*.)(&V#]#&''&!.) --OP#& *5# 4.5/%).O#)!#.5&#

force area must be represented by at least 

one member if the total number of authorities 

in the area is less than ten, and one member 

if the number of authorities is ten or more.

X# Where agreement cannot be reached 

(see below) the Secretary of State has the 

power to make nominations.

X# The PCC cannot be a member of the PCP.

X# Sitting MPs, Welsh AMs, MSPs, MEPs, 

'. JJ#/J#.5&#822# !"#*)()-) !#G/-)*&#'. JJ#

3 O#!/.#N&#*/H/G.&"#/!./#.5&#828<#

X# By and large, beyond these principles 

the choice of who sits on the PCP will be 

"/6!#./#.5&# 4.5/%).)&'#)!(/-(&"<#F/6&(&%P#

in Wales, and in those parts of England 

where agreement cannot be reached (see 

section 7.19 below) the Home Secretary 

will nominate members. 

6. Composition: 
the law
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7.1 

Authorities within force areas need,  

between them, to make swift, but 

sustainable, decisions on the following 

issues, which will need to be set out in 

the panel arrangements. This will need to 

5 GG&!# J.&%#.5&#)''4&'#)!#.5&#'&*.)/!# N/(&P#

/!#%/-&'# !"#J4!*.)/!'P#5 (&#N&&!#%&'/-(&"#

>)!*-4")!,#.5&#W4&'.)/!#/J#65/#-& "'[*5 )%'P#

*/(&%&"#)!#1<9# N/(&@7

X# Who will sit on the PCP, and how can we 

 ''4%&#&W4).O#/J#%&G%&'&!. .)/!c

 h How do we ensure the PCP is politically 

G%/G/%.)/! .&# *%/''#.5&#J/%*&# %& c

 h F/6#6)--#'& .'#N&# ''),!&"#./#)!")()"4 -#

 4.5/%).)&'c

 h R)--#&0&*4.)(&P#/%#!/!H&0&*4.)(&P#

3&3N&%'#').#/!#.5&#828c

 h What will happen in committee system 

 4.5/%).)&'c

 h R5/#6)--#.5&#- O#3&3N&%'[*/H/G.&&'#

be, and what process will be used to 

 GG/)!.#.5&3c

X# How will changes in political control in 

authorities within the force area, and other 

necessary membership changes, be dealt 

6).5c

X# Will a ‘special responsibility allowance’ be 

 ''),!&"c

X# What happens if a decision cannot be 

%& *5&"c

X# R5 .#5 GG&!'#)!#R -&'c

7.2  

K!*&#%&'/-(&"P#"&*)')/!'#/!#.5&# N/(&#

should form part of the panel arrangements, 

")'*4''&"# N/(&<#

7.3 Who will sit on the PCP, 
and how can we assure 
&W4).O#/J#%&G%&'&!. .)/!c

General principles

Composition should take account of, as far 

as is practical, both political and geographical 

proportionality, as well as necessary skills 

 !"#&0G&%)&!*&P#65&!#*/3)!,#./# #Y4",3&!.#

of who sits on the body. Together, these 

J/%3# #ZN - !*&"# GG/)!.3&!.V#/NY&*.)(&#

'G&*)$* --O#*).&"#)!#.5&#L*.<#e&. )-&"#

G%/()')/!'#/!#.5&'&# %% !,&3&!.'#* !#N&#

found in Schedule 6. 

7.4 

I5)'#6)--# (/)"#'),!)$* !.#)!&W4).OP# '#6&--#

as making it easier to take account of the 

concerns of some authorities – particularly 

shire districts – that they might not otherwise 

be represented.

A<1 

There are risks inherent in a body with a 

large membership. The size of some PCPs 

may approach 20 members – which will 

G%&'&!.# #*5 --&!,&#./#* %%O)!,#/4.#&JJ&*.)(&P#

focused business in plenary. The careful and 

proportionate use of smaller task groups 

/%#'4NH*/33)..&&'#*/4-"#G%/()"&# #G %.) -#

'/-4.)/!#>'&&#'&*.)/!#1<BA@<#

7. Composition: 
issues to consider
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7.6  
How do we ensure the PCP 
is politically proportionate 
 *%/''#.5&#J/%*&# %& c##

Panels should be politically proportionate. 

This means that they should be proportionate 

according to the total number of councillors 

in the force area. 

7.7  
How will seats be assigned  
./#)!")()"4 -# 4.5/%).)&'c#

This is a decision that will need to be taken 

NO#.5/'&# 4.5/%).)&'#)!(/-(&"P# !"#.5&#F/3&#

KJ$*&#)'#!/.#G- !!)!,#./#G%&'*%)N&<#F/6&(&%P#

.5&#ZN - !*&"# GG/)!.3&!.V#/NY&*.)(&'#

3&!.)/!&"# N/(&#6)--#!&&"#./#N&#N/%!&#)!#3)!"<#
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A<:#  
R)--#&0&*4.)(&P#/%#!/!#
&0&*4.)(&P#3&3N&%'#').# 
/!#.5&#828c#

There is no prescription as to who should 

').#/!#.5&#828<#F/6&(&%P#)J#.5&%&# %&# !O#

&0&*4.)(&#3 O/%'#.5&#J/%*&# %& P#.5&O#6)--#

5 (&# #,4 % !.&&"#'& .#> -.5/4,5#.5&O#* !#

delegate a councillor from the authority in 

their place).  

7.9  

I5&#W4&'.)/!#)'#65&.5&%#%&3 )!)!,#'& .'#

'5/4-"#,/#./#&0&*4.)(&#/%#!/!H&0&*4.)(&#

members. This is something that authorities 

6)--#5 (&#./#"&*)"&#.5&3'&-(&'P#N4.#'/3&#

arguments for and against each approach 

are listed opposite.

7.10  

There is no single, right approach to 

composition. Authorities will need to properly 

weigh up the pros and cons. It would be 

G/'')N-&#./#. ;&# #Z3)0&"V# GG%/ *5P#6).5#

'/3&#&0&*4.)(&# !"#'/3&#!/!H&0&*4.)(&#

members sitting on the panel – but this might 

G%/(&#*/3G-&0<#
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Executive

L!# --H&0&*4.)(&#N/"O#6/4-"#,)(&#.5&#G !&-#

!&*&'' %O#G%/$-&# !"#)!T4&!*&

U.#G%/()"&'# !#/GG/%.4!).O#J/%#*/4!*)-'V#

-& "&%'5)G#./#&0&%.#'. .4./%O#)!T4&!*&#/(&%#

.5&#822#>)!#.&%3'#/J# GG%/( -#/J#.5&#G/-)*&#

and crime plan, etc)

f0&*4.)(&'#>G %.)*4- %-O#* N)!&.#3&3N&%'#

for community safety) will be in a better 

position to hold the PCC to account due to 

.5&)%#&0G&%.#;!/6-&",&

U.#)'#3/%&#*/!')'.&!.#J/%#&0&*4.)(&#3&3N&%'#

./#').#/!#.5&#G !&-P#,)(&!#.5 .#&0&*4.)(&#

3 O/%'#6)--#5 (&# !# 4./3 .)*#'& .

Non-executive

With its statutory powers, the body will 

5 (&#'),!)$* !.#)!T4&!*&# !O6 O

2/4!*)-#-& "&%'5)G#6)--#5 (&#.6/#/.5&%#

3& !'#./#&0&%.#)!T4&!*&#]#.5%/4,5#

community safety partnerships and 

.5%/4,5#.5&#"&(&-/G3&!.#/J#.5&#G/-)*&# !"#

crime plan

F ()!,#&0&*4.)(&#3&3N&%'#')..)!,#/!#.5&#

828#6)--#*/!'.).4.&# #*/!T)*.#/J#)!.&%&'.<#L'#

.5&#G/-)*&# !"#*%)3&#G- !#6)--#&JJ&*.)(&-O#

N&#ZY/)!.-OH/6!&"V#NO#-/* -# 4.5/%).)&'#)!#

.5&# %& P#N&* 4'&#/J#.5&#%&W4)%&3&!.#J/%#

.5&#822#./#*/H/G&% .&P#-/* -# 4.5/%).O#

&0&*4.)(&'#6)--#5 (&# #'. ;&#)!#).'#"&-)(&%O#

.5 .#*/4-"#N&#G&%*&)(&"# '#3 ;)!,#).#

impossible for them to carry out truly 

independent scrutiny 

8%/()')/!#"/&'#&0)'.#J/%#.5&#3 O/%#./#

"&-&, .&#5)'[5&%#J4!*.)/!'#/!#.5&#828#./#

another member of the authority

If the PCP is to conduct work according 

./#).'#/6!#6/%;#G%/,% 33&#>'&&# N/(&@#).#

3 O#G- *&# !#4!"4&#N4%"&!#/!#&0&*4.)(&#

members with wider duties. To conduct 

PCP work in another way could hinder the 

828V'#&JJ&*.)(&!&''

F ()!,# #!/!H&0&*4.)(&#828#6)--#3 ;&#

Y/)!.#6/%;)!,#& ')&%#6).5#!/!H&0&*4.)(&#

scrutiny committees carrying out work with 

community safety partnerships
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7.11  
What will happen in committee 
'O'.&3# 4.5/%).)&'c#

Where a committee system authority has 

a community safety committee (or similar) 

taking local decisions on these matters, 

'/3&#/J#.5&# %,43&!.'# N/(&#6/4-"# 

suggest that nobody sitting on that committee 

should be able to sit on the PCP, for fear 

/J#.5&%&#N&)!,# #*/!T)*.#/J#)!.&%&'.<#U.#*/4-"#

be thought most appropriate for another 

member, sitting on another committee, to sit 

on the PCP, but this raises issues about skills 

 !"#;!/6-&",&<#\-.)3 .&-O#.5)'#)'#'/3&.5)!,#

.5 .#)!")()"4 -#*/33)..&&#'O'.&3# 4.5/%).)&'#

6)--#5 (&#./#%&'/-(&#.5&3'&-(&'<#

7.12  
Who will the lay  
3&3N&%'[*/H/G.&&'#N&P# !"#
what process will be used to 
 GG/)!.#.5&3c

L--#G !&-'#34'.#5 (&#.6/#- O#3&3N&%'<# 

I5&#-&,)'- .)/!#G%/()"&'#!/#%&'.%)*.)/!#/J# 

who these members might be, other than  

./#%&W4)%&#.5 .#.5&#- O#3&3N&%'#'5/4-"#5 (&#

the skills and knowledge to assist the PCP  

)!#")'*5 %,)!,#).'#J4!*.)/!'#&JJ&*.)(&-O<#

There are a number of options for lay 

membership – it can be used: 

X# ./#N%)!,#)!#&0G&%.)'&#J%/3P#J/%#&0 3G-&P#/!&#

of the other community safety ‘responsible 

 4.5/%).)&'V#>J/%#&0 3G-&P# #%&G%&'&!. .)(&#

from the NHS or from the local Probation 

Trust)

X# ./#G%/()"&#G %.)*4- %#';)--'P#.5 .#6).5/4.#

those lay members on the panel might be 

lacking

X# ./#N%)!,#)!#.5&#()&6'# !"#*/!*&%!'#/J#.5&#

public. Careful thought would need to go 

into how the lay members were selected,  

if this approach was followed

X# ./#G%/()"&# !#&0G-)*).-O#Z!/!H&0&*4.)(&V#

G&%'G&*.)(&P#/!# #828#/.5&%6)'&#3 "&# 

4G#/J#&0&*4.)(&#3&3N&%'<#

7.13  

The process used for selection of lay 

members will need to be determined by 

& *5#)!")()"4 -#J/%*&# %& P# !"#*/4-"#J/%3#

part of the panel arrangements. Selection 

procedures will need to be fair and 

.% !'G %&!.#]# #%/-&#G%/$-&#*/4-"#N&#G%&G %&"#

on the basis of which a public recruitment 

&0&%*)'&#*/4-"#N&#*/!"4*.&"<#I5)'#&0&%*)'&#

3 OP#/!#.5&#$%'.#/** ')/!P#!&&"#./#N&#* %%)&"#

out by the ‘shadow PCP’ (see below). 

7.14  
How will changes in political 
control in authorities within 
the force area, and other 
necessary changes to 
3&3N&%'5)GP#N&#"& -.#6).5c

8 !&-# %% !,&3&!.'#34'.#3 ;&#G%/()')/!#

for the appointment of members to the 

PCP. Where political control, and hence 

G%/G/%.)/! -).OP#)!# #,)(&!# 4.5/%).O#*5 !,&'P#

they may wish to change their nominated 

member on the PCP. There are two 

approaches that could be taken, in tandem:

X# '&.#.&%3'#/J#/J$*&#J/%#.5&#828# .#/!&#O& %P#

6).5#3&3N&%'5)G#./#N&#%&()'&"#&(&%O#i O#

(at the same time as that for other council 

committees)

X# put in place a system, where a longer term 

/J#/J$*&#)'#G%/G/'&"P#J/%#.5&#'4N'.).4.)/!#

and replacement of a member. 
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A<B1##  

One issue when deciding how long the term 

/J#/J$*&#/J#G !&-#3&3N&%'#6)--#N&#)'#.5&#!&&"#

to retain the skills and knowledge of the 

panel, and how changes in membership can 

be managed to ensure skills and knowledge 

are not lost. Potential approaches should be 

&( -4 .&"#6).5#.5)'#G%)!*)G-&#)!#3)!"<#

7.16  

Panel arrangements will also need to make 

G%/()')/!#J/%#.5&#*5 !,&#/J#3&3N&%'5)G#

through resignation for other reasons. The 

' 3&#G%)!*)G-&'# '#.5/'&#/4.-)!&"# N/(&#

'5/4-"# GG-OP#&0*&G.#.5 .#.5&#!&6#3&3N&%#

should be of the same political party as the 

old member (and from the same authority) to 

maintain balance. 

7.17  

Some areas may choose to use the 

G/6&%'#/J#*/H/G.)/!#./# ""#'4GG-&3&!. %O#

councillors to the PCP. These supplementary 

seats could circulate around authorities in 

.5&#J/%*&# %& P# !"#G%/()')/!#*/4-"#N&#3 "&#

in the panel arrangements for this process 

./#/G&% .&<#I5)'#3 OP#5/6&(&%P#*/3G-)* .&#

G%/G/%.)/! -).O# %% !,&3&!.'<#I5&# GG%/( -#

/J#.5&#S&*%&. %O#/J#S. .&#J/%#.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#

6)--#N&#%&W4)%&"#J/%#.5&'&# "").)/! -#*/H/G.&"#

appointments.

A<B:# 
Will a special responsibility 
 --/6 !*&#N&# ''),!&"c

It is planned that additional remuneration is 

3 "&# ( )- N-&#NO#.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&P#./#*/(&%#

.5&#&0G&!'&'# !"# !# --/6 !*&#J/%#.5&#- O#

members of the panel only. Money is also 

N&)!,#3 "&# ( )- N-&#./#*/(&%#.5&#&0G&!'&'#

of the local authority members, but no 

funding for the allowances of local authority 

3&3N&%'#)'#N&)!,#G%/()"&"<#I5)'#G/').)/!#/!#

remuneration has been proposed but at the 

time of writing (October 2011) is yet to be 

*/!$%3&"<#L4.5/%).)&'#3 O#*5//'&#./#G%/()"&#

additional allowances to members sitting on 

the PCP to bring allowances fully into line 

6).5#$,4%&'# %%)(&"# .#J/%#/.5&%#*/33)..&&'#

NO#.5&#%&-&( !.#)!"&G&!"&!.#%&34!&% .)/!#

panel(s). 

7.19  
What happens if a decision 
* !!/.#N&#%& *5&"c

I5&#F/3&#S&*%&. %O#5 '#%&'&%(&"#G/6&%'#

4!"&%#.5&#L*.#./#)!.&%(&!&#65&%&# 4.5/%).)&'#

in a force area cannot come to a decision 

about the format and composition of 

the police and crime panel. Where local 

agreement cannot be reached, she will 

appoint a panel directly, according to a set 

/J#G%)!*)G-&'#"&(&-/G&"#NO#.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#

that include geographical and political 

representation. 

7.20  

This will not be an automatic process. 

U!.&%(&!.)/!#6)--#N&# #Z- '.#%&'/%.V#3& '4%&<#

7.21  
R5 .#5 GG&!'#)!#R -&'c

I5&#L*.#3 ;&'#G%/()')/!#J/%#.5&#F/3&#

Secretary to nominate members of PCPs in 

Wales directly. It was originally intended they 

would be appointed by councils in Wales, but 

.5&#R&-'5#L''&3N-O#Q/(&%!3&!.#%&J4'&"#./#

 --/6#.5&#F/3&#KJ$*&#./#-&,)'- .&#/!#-/* -#

,/(&%!3&!.#3 ..&%'# '#.5)'#)'# !# %& #/J#

"&(/-(&"#%&'G/!')N)-).O#)!#R -&'<#I5&#G/6&%'#

and functions of Welsh PCPs will be identical 

to those in England in other respects.  
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:<B#  

U!#'/3&# %& 'P#Z'5 "/6#828'V#5 (&#N&&!#

established, or are being established, by 

police authorities (which will be abolished) 

and local authorities in the area working 

together. The aim of these bodies is to 

G%&G %&#J/%#M/(&3N&%#9?B9P# !"#./#&!'4%&# #

smooth transition between the work of police 

authorities and the operation of the new 

structural arrangements. 

:<9#  

L#!43N&%#/J#.5&#)''4&'#)"&!.)$&"# N/(&P#

! 3&-O#%&'/4%*)!,_# ,%&&3&!.# N/4.#

role and functions between different local 

G %.!&%'_# !"#*/3G/').)/!P#* !#/!-O#N&#

%&'/-(&"#NO#")'*4'')/!# !"# ,%&&3&!.#

 .#-/* -#-&(&-<#I5)'#")'*4'')/!#*/4-"#N&#

facilitated by a shadow PCP. Initially, such a 

N/"O#*/4-"#)!(/-(&# #% !,&#/J#3&3N&%'#J%/3#

all local authorities in the force area, between 

65/3# #"&*)')/!#*/4-"#N&#3 "&# N/4.#$! -#

composition, powers and so forth. 

:<C#  

It is important to recognise that the shadow 

828P#)J#&'. N-)'5&"P#6)--#5 (&#!/#%/-&#./#* %%O#

/4.#'4N'. !.)(&#'*%4.)!O#/J# !O#;)!"#4!.)-#.5&#

PCC is elected. Any work undertaken by 

.5&#'5 "/6#828#'5/4-"#J/*4'#&0*-4')(&-O#

/!#.5&#"&(&-/G3&!.#/J#)!.&%! -# !"#&0.&%! -#

systems to enable it to carry out its work 

once the PCC takes on his or her role. 

:<^#  

Any planning or shadowing arrangements 

'5/4-"#N&#3&3N&%H-&"<#I5&O#'5/4-"#)!(/-(&#

N/.5#&0&*4.)(&# !"#!/!H&0&*4.)(&#3&3N&%'<#

8. Common issues  
and how to resolve them:  
shadow PCPs
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9.1  

I5&#F/3&#S&*%&. %O#5 '#%&- .)(&-O#6)"&#

powers to make regulations, and issue 

guidance, further to a number of issues. 

These include:

X# regulations on dealing with complaints

X# %&,4- .)/!'#/!#Z!/.)$* .)/!'V#./#N&#,)(&!#

by the Home Secretary if authorities fail to 

*/3G-O#6).5#.5&#G%/()')/!'#/J#S*5&"4-&#D

X# regulations about making nominations and 

appointments to the PCP

X# regulations about modifying the functions 

of those PCPs to which the Home 

Secretary has directly nominated members

X# Z-),5.#./4*5V#!/!H'. .4./%O#,4)" !*&#/!# #

number of issues relating to the operation 

of PCPs

X# /.5&%#!/!H'. .4./%O#,4)" !*&#/!#.5&#828V'#

links with other local structures. 

9.2  

At the moment timescales for the production 

of regulations and further guidance are not 

known. 

+/* -#Q/(&%!3&!.#L''/*) .)/!# 

and Centre for Public Scrutiny 

October 2011

9. Regulations and further 
guidance
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Local Government Association 

+/* -#Q/(&%!3&!.#F/4'& 

S3).5#SW4 %& 

London SW1P 3HZ

Telephone 020 7664 3000 

b 0#?9?#ADD^#C?C? 

f3 )-#)!J/=-/* -<,/(<4; 

666<-/* -<,/(<4;

j#+/* -#Q/(&%!3&!.#L''/*) .)/!P#M/(&3N&%#9?BB 

 

For a copy in Braille, Welsh, larger print or  

audio, please contact us on 020 7664 3000. 

R&#*/!')"&%#%&W4&'.'#/!# !#)!")()"4 -#N ')'< 
 
+BBHD^9
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